Press Release

100% of Rougier production with a clear guarantee of
legality and traceability
Rougier successfully completed a TLTV-VLO audit with SGS for its forest
areas in Congo Brazzaville

Paris, 1 June 2010 - Rougier, the specialist in African tropical timber, obtained a certificate of legality
and traceability in Congo, which marks a new stage in the certification process which started several
years ago by the group. Today Rougier guarantees that 100% of its production is legal and traceable.
After having successfully completed a TLTV-VLO audit with the independent company SGS, Rougier
obtained a new certificate which guarantees the legal origin and traceability of production in Congo.
As of 2010, 100% of the 2,014,000 ha (hectares) under management by the group now enjoys a
perfect legality and traceability, which was audited by an independent company.
Francis Rougier, CEO of Rougier, said: "With this new certification, we meet the first objective we set
ourselves to ensure our customers the legality and traceability of all our products in Cameroon, Congo
and Gabon, and we continue our journey towards the second objective, namely to obtain FSC
certification for 100% of our forest concessions"

With this certification, Rougier answers the
major social issues and the growing demand
for legal and traceable timber. Through the
different certificates already obtained,
Rougier is able:
• To ensure its customers full traceability on
100% of the range of products coming from
its forest concessions in Africa,
• To increasingly contribute to new markets
which are more and more sensitive to
sustainable development issues,
• To anticipate the arrival of the FLEGT*
regulation.
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Rougier Group certification process:
 In Cameroon: TLTV certificate (Timber Legality and Traceability Verification) by SGS on 551 000
ha (Mbang and Djoum forests), and Controlled Wood audit by SmartWood on 286 000 ha (Mbang
forest only).
 In Congo: TLTV-VLO certificate (Verification of Legal Origin) by SGS on 586,000 ha.
 In Gabon: FSC certificate (Forest Stewardship Council - FSC-C002449) by Bureau Veritas on
688,000 ha, and Controlled Wood audit by Bureau Veritas on 189 000 new ha

For more information on our certificates: www.rougier.fr
* FLEGT (Forest Law Enforcement, Governance and Trade), aims at improving the
application of forest legislations.
About Rougier

Founded in 1923, Rougier has been operating in Africa for more than 50 years. Specialising in African
tropical timber, Rougier sustainably manages two million hectares of forestry concessions in Gabon,
Cameroon and Congo. In addition, it processes, markets and distributes various products made from
tropical timber.
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